Stochastic partitioning of chloroplasts at cell division in the alga Olisthodiscus, and compensating control of chloroplast replication.
We asked how chloroplasts in a unicellular marine alga are replicated and partitioned at cell division so that each daughter cell will receive the appropriate number of copies. The data were obtained simply by counting chloroplasts in pairs of daughter cells immediately after cell division. The results show that chloroplast partitioning is not always equal; however, it is equal much more often than predicted by the binomial distribution of chloroplast numbers that would be expected if partitioning were strictly random. The parental chloroplasts were partitioned equally in approximately 76% of the divisions, while in the remaining 24% the deviations from equality were very small. To maintain a reasonable range of chloroplast numbers in the face of unequal partitioning, there must be some form of compensating control of chloroplast replication. Our data suggest that daughter cells that receive very large numbers of chloroplasts go directly to the next division without replicating their chloroplasts, while cells with very small numbers of chloroplasts go through two rounds of chloroplast replication before dividing.